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	Title: It’s Time to Prune Your Roses
	Author: by Dorothy M. Downing, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: One question Master Gardeners frequently answer this time of year is “I know that it is time to prune my roses, but just how do I do it?”  The answer to this question depends upon the type of roses you have. The type of rose and the time of year it blooms influence the approach and amount of pruning.  General pruning principles apply to all roses, but there are differences between types.  Hybrid teas have the distinction of requiring the most severe pruning for optimum bloom and plant health.  The closer one gets to species of “Old Roses” or wild species roses, the less severe the pruning. General Pruning Guidelines by Rose ClassificationIf you don't know what type of rose you have, watch the plant for a season.  If it blooms on the new growth it sends out that growing season, prune while dormant or just about to break dormancy (bud swell).  If it blooms early, on last year's canes, don't prune until after flowering.Hybrid teas and grandifloras.  Hybrid teas are the most popular modern rose grown today; it outsells all other types combined.  It has large, shapely blooms of 30 to 50 petals in all sorts of shades and colors.  In 1954 the Grandiflora was found by crossing the hybrid tea with the floribunda.  The blossoms are larger as the name implies, they flower abundantly, bearing clusters of single to fully double flowers which resemble small hybrid teas.  These bloom best on the current season's growth. Severe, hard pruning every year works well for hybrid teas, floribundas and grandifloras – the three most common types of roses.Plan to leave three to five canes on hybrid teas; five to seven on grandifloras.  Using sharp loppers or pruners and gloves to protect your hands from thorns, first cut out all obviously dead, diseased or damaged wood.  Clean out any debris around the base of the shrub.  Any canes that are old and striated (showing deep furrows) also need to be removed.  Open the bush up by removing all branches that cross through the center.  Cut out very thin canes, and remove any branches that cross or rub together.Healthy wood is greenish white, not brown.  When you make your cuts, look for white inside the stem.  If it’s brown, cut further down.  Suckers should be ripped out from their source.  Do not cut them, as this will encourage more vigorous growth.  You are now ready to prune the bush to the desired height.  All pruning cuts should therefore be made at a 45 degree angle just above a new outward facing bud. 
	Page 2: Create an open vase shape with the remaining canes by removing the center stems and any branches crossing inwards.  Then reduce the length of the remaining stems by about ½ or down to 18 - 24 inches.  The longer the cane, the more flowers, but smaller in size; the shorter the cane, the fewer flowers, but larger in size.  You can allow the older, stronger stems to be a bit longer than the new growth.  The last step is to pull off any remaining leaves to make way for new ones and to dispose of the waste.Floribundas, polyantha and shrub roses.  These types of roses are grown for the amount of flowers they produce rather than the quality of the individual flower.  Floribunda roses bloom continually and are the second most popular rose bushes after the Hybrid Tea.  They are vigorous, many caned, and usually about 3’ tall.  They have small flowers (under 2”) in large sprays which provide an almost everblooming mass of color.    Floribundas are versatile.  An individual shrub will fit easily into almost any sunny border planting.  These types of roses produce more canes than hybrid teas and grandifloras.  Several floribundas planted 2’ apart make a good hedge.  If you have a hedge of one variety, cut back all plants to a uniform height.  However, they are perhaps most striking in mass plantings.  Cut back the previous season’s growth only by ¼, and leave as many strong new canes as the plant produced. Polyantha roses are similar to floribundas in that they produce many small canes and clusters of small blooms (under 2 inches).  Remove all dead canes and prune the remaining ones very lightly, removing no more than one-fourth to one-third of the growth.Miniature Roses:  A true rose with miniature canes, foliage, and flowers.  Require same care as other roses but are less picky about pruning than hybrid teas.  Prune only to shape.  Cut back to an outward facing bud after blooming. Remember too, that learning the basics of pruning by reading books, magazines and watching demonstrations will only teach you so much.  Experience is the best teacher; the more pruning you do, the more confident you will become. 
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